
ON CURRENT GERMAN THALERS.

By Samuel Smith, Jun., Esq.

(READ 24iH FEBRUARY, 1870.)

THE whole of the Coins to which I invite the attention of 
the Society this evening, have heen issued since 1857 ; but 
before referring to any of them particularly, I wish to explain 
what makes this date the starting point for a collection of 
the present German currency.

Previous to the dissolution in 1806 of the so-called "Holy 
"Roman Empire," Germany, in addition to its large and well- 
known divisions, was further parcelled out amongst a number 
of petty ecclesiastics, princes, counts, and free towns, most 
of them attached more or less to some one or other of the 
larger States; but possessed of a voice, or part of a voice, in 
the general Diet, and enjoying in minor matters, the right of 
coining included, an almost complete independence. To 
these must also be added the nobles of the Empire, who, 
although they had no hereditary sovereign states, had obtained 
from the emperor, along with the title of Princeps, or Comes 
Sacri Romani Imperii, the permission to strike coins bearing 
their names and arms. Altogether, at the above date, there 
were iii existence between two hundred and three hundred 
separate states, towns, and princes, who had, and most of 
whom exercised, the right of issuing a currency of their own. 
I have specimens of about one hundred and thirty.

Amidst so many different interests, it will be easy to con 
ceive that the standard of even the larger silver coins was 
very varied. The confusion reigning with regard to the 
smaller issues was indescribable ; and it was no uncommon 
thing to find the coins of one little state decried and refused 
currency by its nearest neighbours. After the collapse of
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the old and clumsy fabric of an Empire, when Germany 
was concentrated, by the Act of Confederation of 1815, 
into thirty-nine Sovereign States, the smaller ones being 
mediatised, and a settled peace encouraged the extension of 
its commerce, the inconvenience of this want of a common 
monetary medium was plainly felt. In 1837 a first attempt 
to lessen it was made by the introduction of the so-called 
]4-thaler standard. This proved so successful that, in 1856, 
after the adoption by the Zollverein, (or Customs Union of 
Germany,) of the French half-kilogramme (under the name 
of the new Zollverein Pound) as basis of their weights, a 
convention was called together at Vienna to try and arrange 
a further simplification of the currency; and on the 24th 
of January, 1857, an agreement was signed in that city 
between the representatives of Austria and Leichtenstein on 
the one hand, and of the Zollverein on the other, stipu 
lating : 

" That the Zollverein pound, founded on the French half- 
" kilogramme, and equal to 7,717 grains troy, shall be taken 
" by the contracting States as the base of all their minting 
" operations.

" That silver shall be taken as the standard, and that the 
" contracting parties shall adopt one or other of the three 
" following currencies : first, The 30 thaler-fuss, or standard 
" of 30 thalers to the pound of fine silver," adopted by all 
the members of the Zollverein now comprised in the North 
German Confederation, with the exception of Saxe-Meiningen, 
Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, Nassau, and Frankfort. Second, " The 
" 45 gulden-fuss, of 45 gulden or florins to the pound," 
adopted by Austria and Leichtenstein. Third, " The 52j 
" gulden-fuss, of 52j gulden to the pound," adopted by 
Baden, Bavaria, Frankfort, Hesse-Darmstadt, and Hesse- 
Homburg, Hohenzollern (under Prussia), Nassau, Saxe- 
Meiningen, and Saxe-Coburg-Gotha.
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" That to facilitate commercial operations between the 
" contracting parties, coins shall be issued called ' Vereins- 
"'miinze,' Union-money; viz., a one-thaler piece, worth lj 
"florin of Austria, or 1| gulden of the South German 
" currency, and two-thaler-pieces in proportion.

" That these Union coins shall be composed of Aths fine 
" silver and -Mb of copper alloy ; so that 27 Vereins-thaler or 
" 13^ double thalers, should weigh a pound."

The first fifty-nine pieces here described are Vereins-thaler, 
struck in compliance with the above treaty. They form a 
collection complete with few exceptions, so far as I know, 
of all the types so issued up to the beginning of this year. 
The collecting of them has been a source of much interest to 
me during the last four years, and I gladly take this oppor 
tunity of acknowledging the great assistance I have received 
in this pursuit from another member of the Historic Society, 
Mr. Benas, to whose kindness I am indebted for nearly half 
their number.

The thirty-two States and four Free Towns composing the 
German Confederation in 1857, comprised the following 

1 Empire Austria.
5 Kingdoms Bavaria, Hanover, Prussia, Saxony, and 

Wiirtemberg.
1 Electorate Hesse Cassel.
7 Grand Duchies Baden, Hesse-Darmstadt, Luxemburg, 

Mecklenburg-Schwerin and Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Oldenburg 
and Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach.

9 Duchies   Anhalt-Dessau-Cothen, Anhalt-Bernburg, 
Brunswick, Holstein, Lauenburg, Nassau, Saxe-Coburg, 
Saxe-Meiningen, and Saxe-Altenburg.

8 Principalities   Leichtenstein, Lippe-Detmold and 
Schaumburg-Lippe, Eeuss Greiz, Eeuss Schleiz, Schwarzburg- 
Eudolstadt, Schwerin-Sondershausen, and Waldeck.

1 Landgraviate Hesse-Homburg.
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4 Free Towns Bremen, Frankfort, Hamburg, and Lubec.
Of these twenty-eight only are represented in this collection 

by Vereins-thaler, arranged alphabetically under the names of 
the States. The exceptions are Lippe-Detmold and Meck- 
lenburg-Strelitz, of which there are, I believe, coins, although 
I have not yet seen them*; Bremen, which is represented by 
three very handsome coins, called Thaler-Gold they are of 
finer silver than the Union-coins, having only y» of alloy ; 
Holstein and Lauenburg, for which no silver coins have been 
struck since 1830; Luxemburg, no silver coins since 18] 5; 
Hamburg, no large silver since 1813 ; and Lubec, no coinage 
whatever since 1798. In addition to the Vereins-thaler and 
to the three coins of Bremen already referred to, there is also 
a half-medallic thaler of Vienna, of same weight, and probably 
of same standard as the Bremen pieces.

It is not easy to impart to the uninitiated an idea of 
the fascination which the study of German coins exercises 
over the thorough-going student. The charm of the ancient 
coins of Greece and Rome does not lie exclusively in their 
beauty as works of art, nor even in the generally admirable 
portraits they present of their issuers ; they further provide 
us with an endless series of illustrations of the historical 
events, the mythology, and the fashions of their various 
countries. Of all modern European nations, the Germans 
alone appear to have inherited to any extent this taste in 
coining, and fostered as it was by the genius of the people, 
and by the numerous territorial divisions of the country, we 
have as a result, most curious records of historical and private 
events, varying in their importance from victories of European 
interest down to petty family squabbles. The coins of the 
time of the great wars following the Reformation are especi 
ally interesting. Hoping to be able at some future date to 
produce a more important illustration of this, than the small 

* See Addenda at end of paper.
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collection now in question can claim to be, I still thought it 
might interest the Society to see what a little attention and 
taste can do towards a combination of the agreeable with the 
useful. In this respect at least, it seems to me, our own 
country might follow with advantage the example of these 
little German potentates; for whilst our coinage has main 
tained, with very little exception, a constant reputation for 
the excellence of its standard, and for its regularity, we have 
comparatively few examples of artistic workmanship or of 
historic interest to point to, and not one in the period 
comprising these pieces.

Of the sixty-three Thalers herein described, no fewer than 
sixteen commemorate events of interest to the German 
Fatherland, or at any rate to some of its divisions, and all  
that of Vienna perhaps excepted are intended for circu 
lation. Taking these sixteen as they come in order, the 
first worthy of note is 

No. 1, of Leopold Frederick, Duke of Anhalt. It com 
memorates the re-uniting, in 1863, of all the states of Anhalt 
under him as sole duke, on the death of Alexander Charles, 
last male of the line of Bernburg. It is inscribed on the Rev.
" HERZOGTHUM ANHALT, GETHEILT (divided) 1603; VEREINT

" (united) 1863." The law of primogeniture did not come into 
force in Germany, in respect to the succession to sovereign 
states, until the 18th century. On the death of a prince 
leaving a number of sons, they usually either divided the 
paternal possessions, as in the case of Anhalt, or else reigned 
conjointly, all their names, and frequently all their portraits, 
appearing on the coins. As curious illustrations of this, I 
may refer to the well-known Acht-Brtider thaler of Saxe- 
Weimar, struck by the eight sons of Duke John who died in 
1605 ; on one, the bust of the eldest son appears surrounded 
by the busts of his seven younger brothers ; on another, four 
busts appear on each side. Joachim I, prince of Anhalt,
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died in 1603, leaving five sons. One son took an allowance 
instead of his share of the lands, the others divided the 
state and founded the separate lines of Dessau, Bernburg, 
Cothen, and Zerbst. The line of Zerbst became extinct 
before the dissolution of the empire, that of Cothen followed 
in 1849, and finally that of Bernburg in 1803, -when Leopold 
Frederick, then reigning duke of Anhalt-Dessau-Cothen, be 
came sole sovereign of the entire principality.

Nos. 14, 15, and 16, of the ex-king George V of Hnnover, 
commemorate the fiftieth anniversaries of two events of the 
stirring year 181 5 ; the first is dedicated to the conquerors at 
Waterloo (DEN SIGEKN BEI WATERLOO GEWIDMET AM 18 
" JUNI, 1865) on the J8th June, 1805, and a specimen of it 
was given, I believe, to every surviving Hanoverian soldier 
who had taken part in the battle. The remaining two refer to 
Prussia's cession of East Friesland to Hanover, on 15th 
December, 1815. I have not yet been able to obtain any 
explanation of the " tree, &c.," on No. 1 6, nor of the inscrip 
tion above it " EALA FRYA FRESENA": perhaps some other 
member of the Society may be able to enlighten us. This 
piece which is the rarest in the collection, costing already 
four thalers in Germany, is described in the German Cata 
logues as the Thaler " MIT DEM UPPSTALLBADM."

Nos. 23 and 25 commemorate respectively the 25th anni 
versaries of the reigns of Frederic Francis, grand-duke of 
Mecklenburg-Schwerin, and of Adolph, duke of Nassau.

No. 28 was struck on the occasion of the coronation of the 
present king and queen of Prussia, 1861.

No. 32, likewise Prussian of 1866, is called the " Sieges," 
or Victor's Thaler, the wreath of laurel round the king's head 
referring to the Prussian successes of that year.

No. 46 commemorates the twenty-fifth anniversary of the 
reign of duke Ernest of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, brother of the 

late Prince Consort.

I
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Nos. 56, 58, and 59, all of Frankfurt, commemorate, (1) 
the festival in honour of Schiller, held in that city in Nov., 
1859, on the occasion of the hundredth anniversary of the 
poet's birth ; (2) the first general meeting of the German 
Rifle Clubs, in July, 1802; (3) the meeting of all the 
German sovereigns (except Prussia), in August, 1863, when 
the train -was laid which exploded in 1806, so disastrously 
for some of those then assembled there. The building 
represents, I believe, the Eathhaus or town hall of Frankfurt.

The remaining four pieces, as already said, are not Vereins- 
thaler, but belong to the same period. No. 60, of Bremen, in 
1863, commemorates the fiftieth anniversary of the battle of 
Leipzic, when Germany was freed from Napoleon's yoke.

No. 61, also of Bremen, is of more local interest, being 
struck on the erection of a new Bourse in 1864. Its motto 
is very apt, GOTT SEGNE HANDEL DND SCHIFFAHRT, " God 
" prosper commerce and shipping."

Nos. 62 and 63 are companions to No. 58, the first being 
a memorial of the second general meeting of Riflemen at 
Bremen, in 1865 ; and the second of a third similar meeting 
at Vienna, in 1868 (they appear to be held triennially), its 
motto expressing, I presume, the desire of the German 
subjects of Austria to be again united to the Fatherland, from 
which the Treaty of Prague excluded them. WIR WOLLEN 
SEIN BIN EINIG YOLK YON BRUDERN, " We desire to be a 
" united nation of brothers."

Strictly speaking, these are all the memorial pieces, German 
" Gedenk-thaler," in the collection, but there are five others 
not unworthy of notice. First, No. 33, a thaler of the usual 
Prussian type, without wreath, dated 1867, which the letter 
B under the king's head shows to have been struck in the 
newly acquired province of Hanover. There are similar pieces 
struck at Frankfurt with the letter C. Second, No. 3 of 
Anhalt-Bernburg, 1861 ; No. 30 of Prussia, 1862; Nos. 38
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and 41 of Saxony, 1857 and 1860, all with the inscription 
SEGEN DES BERGBAUES " blessing of the mine." They are 
specimens of a description of coins peculiar to Germany, not 
often issued now, but which in old times were frequently 
emitted in those States possessing mines, and are known as 
"Gruben" or " Ausbeute-thaler," mining or profit thalers. 
They are struck from silver obtained in the mine named on 
them, and were issued to testify to its productiveness, and 
to mark when the working of it paid.

There is also a curious circumstance which I may mention 
with regard to the coins of Eeuss. All the four princes repre 
sented in the collection, bear, you will perceive, the name of 
Henry. Henry XX and his son Henry XXII of the elder 
line, and Henry LXVII and his son Henry XIV of the 
younger line. All the males of this family from the eleventh 
century down have borne the name of Henry alone, in 
memory, it is said, of their relationship to the emperor Henry 
IV. At first they were distinguished by some nickname, 
referring either to their moral, or to their physical pecu 
liarities ; but as the family increased the stock of descriptive 
adjectives fell short, so, to prevent confusion, an agreement 
was come to in 1664 by the heads of the family that, for the 
future, they should all be numbered, the numbers to run 
through the whole family generally; for example, Henry I 
has say four sons, Henries II, III, IV, and V whichever of 
these is first blessed with an heir, would name him Henry VI, 
the next little male stranger who arrived would be Henry 
VII, and so on. No definite limit was put on the numbers, 
but it was arranged that they should mount on until a suffi 
cient number of the older princes died off to allow a fresh 
series to be started. This last item of the treaty was, how 
ever, not strictly carried out; the elder line entered on a new 
series in the beginning of the last century, whilst the younger 
continued the original one, with tolerable regularity, down
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to the beginning of the present, one prince attaining the 
respectable figure of LXXV.

The most artistic coins in the collection, both in point of 
design and of execution, appear to me to be the coins of 
Bavaria, including the beautiful " Muttergottes-Thaler " of 
the present king, the only one by-the-bye with Latin titles, 
and those of Oldenburg, Prussia, and Bremen.

Seeing then from this small collection how many pleasant 
memorials may be provided by a little care and attention; 
memorials interesting to the present, as well as, we will hope, 
to future generations, and reflecting that, in the course of a 
reign which has extended over a period twenty years longer 
than that including all these coins, and has abounded in 
events as well worthy of commemoration as any mentioned in 
this paper, there has been no change except for the worse in 
our coins, that even Her Majesty's profile, as now represented 
on them, can hardly be termed a likeness, I hope you 
sympathise a little with me when I wish that we, as a nation, 
were not so markedly practical.

Description of the Thalers referred to in the
foregoing Paper.

ANHALT.
1. LEOPOLD FREDERICK, 1817. Obv., Head to left, beneath

it A. " LEOPOLD FRIEDRICH HERZOG VON ANHALT."

Rev., Arms of Anhalt crowned, on two branches of oak; 
above " HERZOGTHUM ANHALT," and below " GETHEILT 
" 1603 VEREINT 1863 ;" over the crown, in small letters,
" BIN THALER 30 BIN PF. F." On edge, " GOTT SEGNE 

" ANHALT."

ANHALT BERNBURG.
2. ALEXANDER CHARLES, 1834-1863. Obv., Head to left, 

beneath it A. " ALEXANDER CARL HERZOG zu ANHALT." 
Rev., Arms (12 quarters) crowned, with supporters and
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collar of order. " BIN VEREINSTHALER xxx EIN PFUND 
" FEIN 1859." On edge, as No. 1.

3. Obv., In four lines in field, " SEGEN DBS ANHALT. 
BEEGBAUES 1861"; below, two mining hammers in sal- 
tire. " ALEXANDER CARL HERZOG ZU ANHALT." EeV.,
A crowned Bear walking on a crenelated wall, in which 
there is a door (arms of Baringen) beneath A. " EIN 
"THALER xxx EIN PFUND FEIN." On edge, as No. 1. 

AUSTRIA.
4. FRANCIS JOSEPH, 1848. Obv., Laurelled head to right, 

beneath it A. " FRANZ JOSEPH i., v. G. G. (Von Gottes 
" Gnaden) KAISER v. OESTERREICH." Rev., On the 
Imperial Eagle, Arms of Hapsburg-Lorraine, surrounded 
with the collar of the Golden Fleece. " EIN VEREINS- 
" THALER xxx EIN PFUND FEIN 1858." On edge,
" MIT VEREINTEN KRAEFTEN."

5. Similar to No. 4, but head older, with more whiskers and 
moustache; date 1867.

BADEN.
6. FREDERICK, 1852. Obv., Head to right, without whis 

kers J " FRIEDRICH GROSHERZOG VON BADEN." Eev.,

Arms crowned, with supporters, and two orders, on mantle.
" EIN VEREINSTHALER XXX EIN PFUND FEIN 1859."

On edge, "MUNZVERTRAG VOM 24 JANUAR 1857."
7. Similar to No. 6 ; but Head to left, and with large whis 

kers ; date 1866.
BAVARIA.

8. MAXIMILIAN II, 1848-1864. Obv., Head to right, under 
neck "c. VOIGT." MAXIMILIAN 11, KOENIG v. BAYERN." 
Eev., Arms crowned, with supporters; " EIN VEREINS-
" THALER XXX EIN PFUND FEIN 1859." On edge, " GOTT 

" SEGNE BAYERN."

9. Louis II, 1864. Obv., Head to right, under neck
" C. VOIGT." " LUDWIG II, KOENIG V. BAYERN." EeV.

and edge as No. 8 ; date 1869.
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10. Obv. as No. 9; " LUDOVICUS n, BAVARLE REX." Eev., 
The Virgin Mary seated on clouds, crowned, and at her 
foot the crescent, holding in the right arm the Child, with 
the globe, and in her left hand the sceptre ; " PATRONA 
" BAVARIA." No date. On edge, " xxx BIN PFUND
" FEIN."

11. Similar to No. 10; but under the crescent, in small 
figures, 18 68.

BRUNSWICK.
12. WILLIAM, 1830. Obv., Head to right beneath B ; "wiL-

" HELM HERZOG Z. BRAUNSCHWEIG U. LUN." Eev.,

Arms (12 quarters) on mantle crowned, with order;
" BIN VEREINSTHALER XXX BIN PFUND FEIN 1866."

On edge, " NEC ASPERA TERRENT."

HANOVER.
13. GEORGE V, 1851-1866. Obv., Head to left, on neck

" BREHMER F," below B ; " GEORGE V., V. G. G. (Von

" Gottes Gnaden) KOENIG v. HANNOVER." Rev., Arms 
crowned, with supporters and two orders, round the 
shield on ribbon, " NUNQUAM RETRORSUM," and below 
on a ribbon, ornamented with rose, shamrock and thistle,
" SUSCIPERE ET FINIRE." " EIN VEREINSTHALER XXX

"BIN PFUND FEIN 18 66." On edge, as No. 12.

14. Obv., as No. 13. Rev., In 7 lines, between two branches 
of laurel; " DEN SIEGERN BEI WATERLOO GEWIDMET 
"AM 18 JUNI 1865." On edge, as No. 12.

15. Obv., as No. 13. Rev., In 7 lines, between two branches 
of oak; " ZUR 50 JAHRIGEN VEREINIGUNG OSTFRIES- 
" LANDS MIT HANNOVER 1815, 15 DEC. 1865." On edge,
" EIN THALER 30 EIN PFDND F."

J6. Obv., as No. 13. Rev., A warrior in complete armour, 
with sword, battle-axe and spear, standing under a tree ; 
above, the words " EALA FRYA FRESENA," round, " ZUR 

s
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" ERINNERUNG AN DIE FEIER DBS 15 DEC. 1865." On

edge as No. 15.
HESSE-CASSEL.

17. FREDERICK WILLIAM I, 1847-1866. Obv., Head to 
right, early specimens have on neck c. p.; " FRIEDR.
" WILHELM I, KURFURST V. HESSEN." Rev., AlTOS

(9 quarters), with order, on crowned mantle; "BIN
" VEREINSTHALER XXX BIN PFUND FEIN 1863." On

edge, " GOTT MIT UNS."
HESSE-DARMSTADT.

18. Louis III, 1848. Obv., Head to left; " LUDWIG in, 
" GROSHERZOG YON HESSEN." Eev., Arms crowned, 
with supporters ; " BIN VEREINSTHALER xxx BIN PFUND 
" FEIN 1863." On edge, " MUNZVERTRAG VOM 24 JANUAR 
" 1857."

HESSE-HOMBURG.
19. FERDINAND, 1848-1866. Obv., Head to right, on neck 

" c. SCHNITZSPAHN." " FERDINAND souv. (Souverainer) 
" LANDGRAF z. HESSEN." Eev., Arms (8 quarters and 
shield of pretense), on crowned mantle. " BIN VEREINS- 
" THALER xxx BIN PFUND FEIN 1859." On edge, as 
No. 18.

LIECHTENSTEIN.
20. JOHN IT, 1858. Obv., Head to right, below A; " JOHANN 

11, FURST zu LIECHTENSTEIN." Rev., Arms (5 quarters 
and shield of pretense), with order of Golden Fleece, on 
crowned mantle. " BIN VEREINSTHALER xxx BIN PFUND 
"FEIN 1862." On edge, " KLAR UND FEST."

LlPPE-ScHAUMBURG.

21. ADOLPH GEORGE, 1860. Obv., Head to left, on neck
" BREHMER F.," below B J ADOLF GEORG FURST ZU

" SCHAUMBURG-LIPPE." Rev., Arms (4 quarters and 
shield of pretense), with three helmets and supporters; 
below on ribbon, "NOLI ME TANGERE." " BIN VEREINS-
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"THALER xxx EIN PFUND FEIN 1865." On edge, 
"WIENER MUNZVERTRAG 24 JAN. 1857."

MECKLENBURG-SCHWERIN.
22. FREDERICK FRANCIS, 1842. Obv., Head to right, below

A ; " FRIEDRICH FRANZ V. C. G. GROSSH. V. MECKLENB.-

" SCHW." Kev., Arms (6 quarters and shield of pre 
tense), crowned, on a wreath of laurel. " EIN THALER 
" xxx EIN PF. F. 1864." On edge, " PER ASPERA AD
" ASTRA."

23. Similar, but inscription on Rev. "ZUR FEIER 25 JAHRIGER 
" REGIERTJNG AM 7 MARZ 1867." On edge, "EIN 
"THALER 30 EIN PFUND FEIN."

NASSAU.
24. ADOLPH, 1839-1866. Obv., Head to left, on neck Z ; 

" ADOLPH HERZOG zu NASSAU." Eev., Arms crowned, 
with supporters ; " EIN VEREINSTHALER xxx EIN PFUND 
"FEIN 1860." On edge, "MUNZVERTRAG VOM 24 
"JANUAR 1857."

25. Obv., Head to left, laurelled, on neck " F. KORN "; 
'  ADOLPH HERZOG zu NASSAU." Eev., In wreath of 
oak, in three lines; " DEN 21 AUGUST 1864," and round,
" ZUR FEIER 25 JAEHRIGER SEGENSREICHER REGIE -

" RUNG." On edge, " EIN GEDENKTHALER xxx EIN 
" PFUND FEIN."

OLDENBURG.
26. NICHOLAS FREDERICK PETER, 1853. Obv., Head to left, 

on neck " BREHMER F," below B ; " NICOLAUS FRIEDR.
" PETER GR. H. V. OLDENBURG." (GrosherzOg VoD

Oldenburg.) Eev., Arms (6 quarters and crowned shield 
of pretense), crowned, between a branch of oak and a 
branch of laurel. " EIN VEREINSTHALER xxx EIN PFUND 
"FEIN 1860." On edge, "EIN GOTT, EIN RECHT, EINE
" WAHRHEIT." 

82
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PRUSSIA.
27. FREDERICK WILLIAM IV, 1840-1861. Obv., Head to 

right, below A; " FRIEDR, WILHELM iv, KOENIG v. 
" PREU6SEN." Eev., The Prussian eagle, with order, 
globe and sceptre, above a crown. " BIN VEREINS- 
" THALER xxx BIN FFUND FEiN, 1859." On edge,
" GOTT MIT UNS."

28. WILLIAM I, 1861. Obv., Crowned and mantled busts 
of King and Queen to right, below A; " WILHELM
" KOENIG AUGUSTA KOENIGIN V. PREUSSEN." Rev.,

The Prussian eagle crowned, above and below the letter 
W crowned, at each side A crowned, and in the four 
angles the letter E; above, " SUUM CUIQUE "; below, 
" KROENUNGS THALER J861." On edge, as No. 27.

29. Obv., Head to right, below A; "WILHELM KOENIG VON 
"PREUSSEN." Eev. and edge, as No. 27. Date 1861.

30. Obv., as No. 29. Eev., In field in three lines, " SEGEN
"DBS MANSFELDER BERGBAUES"; round, "BIN THALER

"xxx BIN PFUND FEIN 1862." On edge, as No. 27.
31. Obv., similar to No. 29, but head a little larger. Eev. 

and edge, also similar to 29, but eagle crowned and 
collar of order much smaller. Date 1864.

32. Similar to No. 31, but wreath of laurel round head. 
Date 1866.

33. Exactly similar to No. 31, but instead of A, B under 
head. (Struck at Hanover.)

EEUSS-G-REIZ.
34. HENRY XX, 1836-1859. Obv., Head to left, below A;

" HEINRICH XX, V. G. G. AELT. L. SOUV. FURST REUSS "

(Von Gottes Gnaden Aelterer Linie Souverainer Fiirst 
Eeuss). Eev., Arms (quartered), on crowned mantle,
"BIN VEREINSTHALER XXX BIN PFUND FEIN 1858." On

edge, " OMNIA CUM DEO."
35. HENRY XXII, 1859. Obv., Head to right, below A;
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"HEINRICH xxn v. o. G. ALT. L. souv.FURST REUSS." 
Bev. and edge as No. 34, date 1868. 

EEDSS-SCHLEIZ.
36. HENRY LXVII, 1854-1867. Obv., Head to right, below

A ; " HEINRICH LXVII V. G. G. REG. FURST REUSS

" J. L. " (Von Gottes Gnaden Regierender Fiirst Eeuss 
Jtingerer Linie). Rev., Arms (four quarters) crowned, 
with supporters, on ribbon round shield, " ICH BAU AUF 
" GOTT," round, " BIN VEREINSTHALER xxx BIN PFDND 
" FEIN 1858." On edge, " MUNZVERTRAG VOM 24 
"JANUAR 1857."

37. HENRY XIV, 1867. Obv., Head to right, below A; 
"HEINRICH xiv v. G. G. REG. FURST REUSS j. L." Obv. 
and edges, as No. 36. Date 1868. 

SAXONY.
38. JOHN, 1854. Obv., Head to left, below F; "JOHANN 

" v. G. G. KOENIG VON SACHSEN." Rev., Arms crowned, 
with ribbon of order, on a mantle also crowned; above,
" SEGEN DES BERGBAUES " ; below, " XXX BIN 18-57

" PFUND F." On edge, " GOTT SEGNE SACHSEN."
39. Similar to No. 38, with the exception of the inscription 

on Rev., which is " BIN VEREINSTHALER xxx BIN PFUND 
FEIN 1859."

40. Obv. as No. 38, but under head B. Rev., Arms crowned, 
with supporters and order; below, on ribbon, " PROVI-
" DENTIL MEMOR " ; round, " BIN VEREINSTHALER XXX

"BIN PFUND FEIN 1860." Edge, as No. 38.
41. Obv., as No. 40. Rev., Arms crowned, with two miners 

as supporters ; above, " SEGEN DES BERGBAUES " ; below, 
"BIN THALER 1860 xxx BIN PFD. F." Edge, as No. 38. ;p

42. Similar to No. 40, hut arms on Rev. smaller, and enclosed '" 
in an inner circle ; date 1862.

SAXE-WEIMAR AND EISENACH.
43. CHARLES ALEXANDER, 1853. Obv., Head to left, below
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A; "GAEL ALEXANDER GROSSHERZOG VON SACHSEN." 
Rev., Arms crowned, with order on mantle also crowned ;
" EIN VEREINSTHALER XXX BIN PFUND FEIN 1858."

On edge, " GOTT UNO RECHT."
SAXE-MEININGEN.

44. BERNARD, 1803-1866. Obv., Head to left, on neck,
" HELFRICHT F." ; " BERNARD HERZOG ZU SACHSEN

MEININGEN." Eev., Arms, with order, on mantle 
crowned; " EIN VEREINSTHALER xxx EIN PFUND FEIN
1862." On edge, " FIDELITER ET CONSTANTEH." 

SAXE-ALTENBURG.
45. ERNEST, 1853. Obv., Head to right, below F; "ERNST

" HERZOG VON SACHSEN ALTENBURG." Eev., Arms On

mantle, crowned ; " EIN VEREINSTHALER xxx EIN PFUND 
"FEIN 1858." On edge, "GOTT SEGNE SACHSEN."

SAXE-COBURG-GOTHA.

46. ERNEST, 1844. Obv., Head to left, below B; "ERNST
" HERZOG V. SACHSEN COBURG D. GOTHA." Rev., in

three lines, in field, "DEN 29 JANUAR 1869; round,
" EIN VEREINSTHALER XXX EIN PFUND FEIN." On 

edge, " FIDELITER ET CONSTANTER."

SCHWARZBURG-RUDOLSTADT.

47. FREDERICK GUNTHER, 1807-1867. Obv., Head to right;
" FRIEDR. GUNTHER FURST ZU SCHWARZBURG." Rev.,

Arms, on imperial eagle ; above, a prince's crown ; " BIN
" VEREINSTHALER XXX EIN PFUND FEIN 1858." On edge, 

" GOTT MIT UNS."

48. Similar to 47, but shield on Rev. slightly different in 
form, and a glory round each head of the eagle; date
1863.

49. ALBERT, 1867. Obv., Head to right; "ALBERT FURST 
zu SCHWARZBURG." Rev., Arms, on imperial eagle, an 
aureole round each head, and above the imperial crown, all 
enclosed in an inner circle; " EIN VEREINSTHALER xxx 
"EIN PFUND FEIN 1867." On edge, as No. 47.
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SCHWARZBURG-SONDERSHAUSEN.

50. GUNTHER FREDERICK CHARLES II, 1835. Ohv., Head 
to left, helow A; " GUNTHER FR. c. 11. FURST z. 
" SCHWARZB. SONDERSH." Eev., Arms, on imperial 
eagle, with aureole and imperial crown, over all a prince's 
crown ; " BIN VEREINSTHALER xxx BIN PFUND FEIN 
" 1859." On edge, as No. 47. 

WALDECK.
51. GEORGE VICTOR, 1845. Obv., Head to left, below A;

" GEORG. VICTOR FURST ZU WALDECK U. PYRMONT."

Rev., Arms (nine quarters) on crowned mantle; " BIN
" VEREINSTHALER XXX EIN PFUND FEIN ] 859." On

edge, " MUNZVERTRAG voM 24 JANUAR 1857."
WiJRTEMBERG.

52. WILLIAM, 1816-1864. Obv., Head to left; "WILHELM 
" KONIG v. WUHTTEMBERG." Rev., Arms crowned and 
helmeted, with supporters ; below, on ribbon, " FURCHT- 
" LOS UNO TREW " in German characters. " EIN VEREINS- 
" THALER xxx EIN PFUND FEIN 1864." On edge, as 
No. 51.

53. CHARLES, 1864, Obv., Head to right, on neck " c.
" SCHNITZSPAHN " ; " KARL KOENIG VON WDERTTEM-

" BERG." Rev., as No. 52, but ornaments behind helmet, 
and legend on ribbon in Roman characters; date 1869. 
On edge, as No. 51,

FRANKFURT.
54. Obv., in a kind of ellipsis, a female bust to right, with 

wreath of oak on head, embroidered mantle, and at each 
side of neck a view of one of the towers of the city, on 
arm, " A. v. NORDHEIM " ; " FREIE STADT FRANKFURT." 
Rev., in an inner circle the crowned eagle of Frankfurt,
"EIN VEREINSTHALER + XXX EIN PFUND FEIN 1858."

On edge, " STARK IM RECHT."
55. Obv., Similar to 54, but without ellipsis and towers, hair
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at back of head arranged in two bows. Eev., Similar to 
54, but without inner circle ; date 1859. Edge, as No. 
54.

56. Obv., Arranged partially round, partially across field of 
coin, " EIN GEDENKTHALER (five stars) zu SCHILLER'S
" HUNDERTJAHRIGER GEBURTSFEIER (four Stars) AM 10

"NOV. 1859." Eev., The crowned eagle, above " FREIE 
" STADT," below " FRANKFURT." On edge, as No. 54.

57. Similar to No. 55, but hair at back of head arranged in a 
small chignon ; date 1862.

58. Obv., Genius standing on pedestal inscribed "A. v. NORD- 
" HEIM," leaning on shield charged with Imperial eagle, 
and holding a wreath in her extended right hand ; " EIN
" GEDENKTHALER ZUM DEUTSCHEN SCHUTZENFESTE,"

in field "JULI" 1862." Kev., as No. 56. Edge, as 
No. 54.

59. Obv., In an inner circle a view of the Bath-haus, &c., of 
Frankfurt; "FURSTENTAG zu FRANKFURT AM MAIN IM 
"AUGUST 1863." Eev., In inner circle, the eagle; 
"FREIE STADT FRANKFURT EIN GEDENKTHALER." On 
edge, as No. 54.

BREMEN.
60. Obv., Arms crowned, with supporters; " FREIE HANSE- 

" STADT BREMEN," and in base, " EIN THALER GOLD." 
Eev., between two branches of oak, " ZUR 50 JAHRIGEN
"JUBELFEIER DER BEFREIUNG DEUTSCHLANDS 1863";

above, a Maltese cross. On edge, " GOTT MIT UNS."
61. Obv., View of the new Bourse of Bremen, above, "GOTT 

" SEGNE HANDEL u. SCHIFFAHRT "; in base, the Arms, 
on two sprigs of oak. Eev., between two oak branches,
" GEDENKTHALER ZUR EROFFNUNGS FEIER DER NEUEN

"BORSE IN BREMEN AM 5 NOVEMB. 1864. In base, B. 
Edge, plain.

62. Obv., Similar to 60. Eev., Between two branches of
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Oak, "ZWEITES DEUTSCHES BUNDES  SCHIESSEN IN

" BREMEN 1865 " ; in base and across the stems of oak, 
two rifles in saltire ; below B. Edge, as No. 60.

VIENNA.
68. Obv., The Imperial eagle crowned, charged on breast 

with a shield bearing the arms of VIENNA, all enclosed 
in a circle springing from the sides of the crown; in 
base, in a cartouche, " i FTHLR. " round " in DEUTSCHES 
"BUNDES SCHIESSEN WIEN 1868." Eev.,Laurel-crowned 
female figure suspending a shield charged with the 
Imperial eagle to the branch of an oak, whose top has 
been cutoff; in base, " SEIDAN " round "WIRWOLLEN
" SEIN EIN EINIG VOLK VON BRUDERN." Edge, plain.

Addenda.
Since writing the above, I have obtained two new Thalers, 

and a partial description of nine more not contained in my 
list. They are 

ANHALT-DESSAU-COTHEN.
64. LEOPOLD FREDERICK, 1857. Obv., Similar to No. 1. 

Kev., Similar to No. 2. Date 1858. 
LIPPE-DETMOLD.

65. PAUL FREDERICK EMIL LEOPOLD, 1851. Obv., Head 
to right; "PAUL FRIEDRICH EMIL LEOPOLD FURST z. 
" LIPPE." A under Head, C.P. on fall of neck. Rev., 
Arms (nine quarters) mantled and crowned; " EIN
" VEREINSTHALER XXX EIN PFUND FEIN 1806." 

LIPPE-SCHAUMBURG.

66. GEORGE WILLIAM, 1787-1860. Obv., Head to right; 
Brehmer F on fall of neck, B under; " GEORG WILHELM 
" FURST zu SCHAUMBURG LIPPE." Rev., Arms quartered 
with shield of pretense, with supporters, mantled and 
crowned ; " EIN VEREINSTHALER xxx EIN PFUND FEIN 
" 1860." Edge, same as No. 21.
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* . MECKLENBURG-STRELITZ.
67. FREDERICK WILLIAM, 1860. Obv., Head to left, helow

A ; " FRIEDRICH WILH. V. G. G. GROSSH. V. MECKLENB.

" STRL." Bev., Arms (six quarters with shield of pre 
tense) encircled hy the Garter, " HONI SOIT QUI MAL Y 
" PENSE," and crowned; " BIN THALER xxx BIN PF. F. 
" 1870." Edge, " GOTT SCHIRME MECKLENBURG." 

PRUSSIA.
68. FREDERICK WILLIAM IV, 1840-1861. Obv. and edge, 

Similar to No. 27. Eev., Similar to No. 30. Date 
1859;

69. And a thaler struck on the occasion of his death in 1861.

SAXONY.
70. JOHN, 1854. Ausheute-thaler of 1866.

SAXE-MEININGEN.
71. GEORGE, 1866, issued a thaler in 1867.

S AXE - COBURG -GOTHA.

72. ERNEST, 1844. Obv., Similar to No. 46. Eev., Arms 
mantled and crowned, with Collar of Order; "BIN
" VEREINSTHALER XXX BIN PFUND FEIN 1864." 

SCHWARZBURG-EUDOLSTADT.

73. FREDERICK GUNTHER, 1807-1867. Obv. and edge, 
Similar to No. 47. Eev., Similar to that of his suc 
cessor's thaler, No. 49. Date 1866.

74. He also issued a thaler in 1864, commemorating the 
fiftieth anniversary of his reign. (He was under a 
guardian until 1814.)

For the description of Nos. 65, 66, 67, and 72, I am 
indebted to Mr. F. J. Jeifery.


